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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes an object-oriented approach for streaming syn-
thetic graphic contents over a packet-erasure channel. Graphic ob-
jects such as geometric meshes and texture images are coded in-
dependently into scalable resolutions and are transmitted in respec-
tive sequences to preserve their manipulation independency during
packet delivery. For error resilience, FEC codes are generated as
"parity objects" parallel to graphic objects. Using parity objects,
multiple graphic objects are protected concurrently while also pref-
erentially, in regard to their estimated importance on the display
quality. Both the optimization framework and operational algorithm
are developed for the generation of parity objects, and simulation re-
sults are presented to show the efficacy of the proposed mechanism.

Index Terms- Computer graphics, Multimedia communica-
tion, Forward error protection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Networked multimedia applications are expanding from streaming
video/audio to synthesized three-dimensional (3D) graphics, driven
by growing demands on various applications such as online enter-
tainment, e-commerce, navigation systems, virtual environments, and
medical and scientific visualization. Synthetic graphic contents con-
tain pluralities of visual objects such as geometric meshes and tex-
ture images, which require considerable channel bandwidth to be
transmitted and sophisticated rendering power to be displayed on a
remote terminal. To accommodate disparate transport channels and
rendering terminals, multi-resolution coding methods, e.g., [1, 2],
were developed to code each graphic object into a hierarchy of levels
of details (LODs), where for each object decoding an LOD presents
a certain level of visual fidelity at the consumption of a certain bit
rate and with certain rendering complexity.

Two important properties are observed for scalably coded 3D
graphics: (i) multiple objects are encoded and decoded indepen-
dently, and (ii) multiple objects, as well as multiple LODs of each
object, have unequal importance with respect to the display qual-
ity. For example, in [3] it is shown that, under the same overall bit
rate, two pairs of meshes and textures with different LODs yield a
substantial quality difference for the displayed 3D model. Efficient
transmission of 3D data in a lossy environment should properly ac-
count for both properties. On one hand, the coding independencies
of multiple objects suggest that objects be packetized separately and
packets from different objects be delivered in respective sequences.
Thus, losing one packet will only corrupt or delay the decoding of
a particular object, while decoding of other objects can still pro-
ceed. On the other hand, unequal error resilience is desired for multi-
resolution objects in order to provide preferential error protection for
more important objects as well as more important layers of each ob-
ject. In the literature, unequal error protection (UEP) schemes were

proposed for single mesh or image object, e.g., [4-6], or multiple
image objects in a separate fashion [7,8]. Joint unequal error protec-
tion for multiple graphic objects, and specifically, for plural types of
objects, has not been studied in earlier methods.

This paper proposes an object-oriented mechanism to address
the above issues. Both independent transport and joint error protec-
tion are considered to design an efficient transmission mechanism
for synthetic 3D graphics. In doing so, we first incorporate our ear-
lier research results [3] to model the relative importance of different
types of objects. With weighted importance, parity data are gener-
ated for multiple objects concurrently while preferentially, and are
treated as additional "objects" parallel to graphic (source) objects.
The bitstream from all the objects are organized into respectively
ordered chunks to preserve manipulation independency of the ob-
jects. To maximize the expected decoding quality, a rate-distortion
optimization framework is developed to generate parity objects for
given source objects and channel conditions. We present preliminary
simulation results to verify the efficacy of the proposed mechanism
compared to a conventional scheme that protects multiple objects
separately with UEP.

The paper is organized according to the following plan. Sec-
tion 2 describes detailed design aspects of the parity-object embed-
ded transmission mechanism. In Section 3, a parity-object genera-
tion algorithm is proposed for providing joint while preferential error
protection to multiple scalably coded objects. Experimental results
are shown in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. THE PROPOSED MECHANISM

Without loss of generality, let us assume that a synthetic visual scene
contains N 3D models, each of which comprises a geometric mesh
and a texture image. Hence there are totally 2N objects. Each ob-
ject is independently encoded using multi-resolution mesh or texture
encoders such as the ones in [1, 2].

2.1. Weighted Quality

The first step of the proposed mechanism is to properly model the
relative importance of multiple objects as well as multiple layers of
each object. The relative importance of multiple layers for a single
object is well quantified by its distortion-rate performance, measured
during the encoding process. To estimate the relative importance
between the mesh and the texture objects, we incorporate our re-
cent research result presented in [3], wherein a fast quality measure
(FQM) is developed for textured 3D models, and the relative impor-
tance between the mesh and the texture for a model is captured by
a model-dependent equalization factor, A C [0, 1]. In particular, the
larger A implies the larger impact of the mesh distortion on the visual
fidelity of the displayed model and vice versa.
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Unlike the single-object and single-model situations, modeling
the relative importance of multiple models in a visual scene is mainly
application specific. In a view-dependent context, for example, mod-
els may be weighted according to their covered areas in the screen
space. In other applications, weights assigned to models may need
to reflect the user's operating focus and/or the inherent importance
of the model, determined upon the semantics of the application. A
complete discussion of these issues is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. In here we assume that each model x in the given visual scene
has been heuristically assigned a weight factor, wx C [0,1], to re-
flect its application-specific importance. All the weight factors are
normalized so that EN1w1 1.

Following the above discussion we present a weighted quality
model for synthetic 3D graphics. In particular, for a set ofN models
where each model x, x = 1, 2, ..., N, has an LOD ix for the mesh
and an LOD jx for the texture, the resulting quality is defined as

Q ({ix,~jxz=)
N

, 1 [A.Qg(i.) + (1-A.)Q(j.)], (1)
x=l

where Qg (ix ), QT (j1) C [0,1] are normalized quality for the mesh
and the texture using mean squared errors measured in their respec-
tive domains, as defined in [3]. Using normalized quantities, we
have Q 0 for the scene displayed with lowest-resolution objects
while Q 1 for the full-resolution version. To simplify notations,
we slightly revise the quality model in (1) and rewrite it as

2N

Q(f1ffi2N1) =E fi2fi1fi: 2
t=1

where we have merged the weight factor w1 with Ax (or 1- A)
in (1), and use Q, (1,) to denote the normalized quality of a (mesh
or texture) object with an LOD 1,.

2.2. Independent Transport

Object-oriented video transmission schemes [7, 8] organize the bit-
stream of multiple objects into a strictly ordered packet sequence
with each packet containing various numbers of bytes for the ob-
jects. In those cases, packetization is essentially byte-oriented, and
one lost packet may corrupt or delay (if retransmission is allowed)
the decoding of multiple objects. To address the coding indepen-
dency properly, a chunk-based packetization scheme is employed in
the proposed transmission mechanism. As shown in Figure 1, in-
stead of packetizing the entire bitstream into a strict sequence, the
bitstream of each object is respectively organized into a sequence of
chunks. At the sending side, chunks of multiple objects are transmit-
ted in an interleaved or round-robin fashion. At the receiving end,
however, multiple chunks from different objects may be received in
arbitrary orders, as far as the respective sequence of each object is
maintained.

The respective order of each object ensures that manipulation
independency of multiple objects is well preserved in packet delivery
under random network behaviors, as in this case, one lost or delayed
packet will only affect the sequenced data reception and decoding of
a particular object, leaving no impact on the reception or decoding
of other objects.

2.3. Joint Error Protection

We now consider chunk-level forward error correction (FEC) for
the error resilience of multiple objects. One natural implementation

Si S2 S3 S4 P1 P2 P3

S1,6 S2,6 S3,6 S4,6

S1,5 S2,5 S3,5 S4,5

S1,4 S2,4 S3,4 S4,4

S1,3 S2,3 S3,3 S4,3 (10, 8)

S1,2 S2,2 S3,2 S4,2

S1,1 S2,1 S3,1 S4,1
_. _ ....... ._._ _ ._ _._.._

i chunk
* C

Fig. 1. An illustration on the chunk-based transmission and the use
of parity objects for multiple source objects.

of the chunk-level FEC is to append parity chunks to data chunks
for different objects, respectively, similar to the scheme in [8]. Al-
though, such separate FEC can implement unequal error protection
for multiple objects as well as multiple layers of each object, it is
not efficient as one parity chunk only provides error resilience to a
certain object while it introduces redundancy to all the objects. In
this paper, we propose to use "parity objects" to overcome the defi-
ciency. Each parity object with a size of h chunks refers to an (n, k)
systematic code' where k data chunks from one or many objects are
protected by h = n -k parity chunks. With parity objects, unequal
error protection can also be implemented by generating multiple par-
ity objects for different sets of data chunks. In Figure 1, for exam-
ple, chunks (Sij, Pi,), i, j = 1, 2, form a (10, 8) FEC code, and
(Sij, P2,), i, j = 1, 2, ..., 5 form a (25, 20) code. Same as source
objects, parity objects are respectively ordered, and are embedded
into the chunk stream through interleaved transmission.

It is evident that, with the same amount of redundance, using
parity objects can present concurrent and hence more efficient er-
ror resilience to multiple source objects. To clarify this statement,
we consider a scenario of equal error protection. For a number of
s source objects, separate FEC appends h parity chunks for every
block of k data chunks in each object, respectively, while a parity
object generates hs parity chunks for the total number of ks data
chunks concurrently. In both cases, the entire FEC block under con-
sideration has a total number of ns chunks. Let -yi (s), -yp (s) de-
note the probabilities that the entire block is correctly decoded in
the separate-FEC and the parity-object cases, respectively. We have
yI (s) = Pr{< h losses out of n chunks in each of s objects}, and

'yp(s) = Pr{< hs losses out of ns chunks}.
Proposition 1. Independent from the random loss process in

transmission ofthe ns-chunk block, -yi (s) <)/p (s) fors > 1.

Proof Divide the ns-chunk block into s groups according to the
transmission sequence, where chunks with index i (mod n) belong
to the same group. Suppose that there are l', V2, ..., V5 (0 < vi <_
n, i = 1, 2, ..., s) losses out of n chunks in each group. In the
separate FEC case, the event that the ns-chunk block is recoverable
is equivalent to vi < h for i = 1, 2, ..., s. Hence EiZ=1 K hs,
which means that the entire block is also recoverable with an hs-
chunk parity object regardless of the loss pattern in each group. The

'Principles and implementation issues of such block erasure codes can be
found in many literatures, e.g., reference [9].
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inverse of the above reasoning is not true. Therefore yi (s) < 'p (s).
D

It should be mentioned that using a larger FEC block requires
increased coding complexity, which may be upper bounded in a real
implementation due to resource limitations. Beside that, in both FEC
schemes, certain side information needs to be transmitted for the
receiver to decode the FEC codes correctly. Efficient coding of such
side information is not studied in this paper. Instead, we assume that
the overhead for sending the side information is negligible compared
to the entire bitstream. In the rest of the paper, we use triple (n, k, I)
to represent an (n, k)-code parity object with I denoting the index
set of the k data chunks. Apparently, k = III is the size of set I.

3. PARITY-OBJECT GENERATION

Although the larger FEC block in general provides the higher error-
correcting ability, data chunks of graphic objects have unequal de-
coding importance and hence desire preferential error resilience to
achieve optimized rate-distortion performance. In this section, we
study how parity objects should be generated for a given set of scal-
ably coded graphic objects and a given budget on the parity redun-
dancy, with the goal of providing maximized expected receiving
quality. More explicitly, we aim to tackle the following problem:

Given a set ofN scalably coded models (2N objects) with a total
number of kt data chunks, a packet-erasure channel, and a number
of ht parity chunks, find a set ofX FEC codes:

F {(ni, k1, I1), (n2, k2, 12), ..., (nx, k., Ix)},
such that

parity objects toward increasing expected receiving quality until an
optimal point is reached. We present the algorithm below.

Several notations are used in our presentation of the algorithm:
(i) 7r,,l: importance of chunk I in object t,, initially assigned to be

(5)
(ii) Hl: the sequence of kt data chunks in a decreasing order of 7w,l,
and (iii) f(X h, 1-H): the optimal FEC solution for a fixed number
of X parity objects, a number of h parity chunks, and a data chunk
sequence H. For X = 1, we have f(1, 0, H) = 0 and

f(1, j, H) = argmax E[Q (k + j, k,Ik)], j = 1, 2, ..., ht, (6)
k=1,2,.. ,1kt

with Ik denoting data chunks 0,1, ..., k -1 in sequence Hl. For
X > 1, we recursively compute f (X, h, H), X < h < ht, by

r f(x, h, ) = arg max E[QFj],
Fj:j=1,2,...,h-x+l

(F3 = f(X- 1, h -j, H) U f(I, j, 'i),
where I' denotes the reordered chunk sequence with updated chunk
importance after applying FEC codes f(X -1, h -j, H).

The algorithm then finds the optimal FEC solution by perform-
ing the following iteration,

o(pt f(1, ht, H)r (8)

F(x+1)opt arg max E[Q F],
FE{F(p),f(X+1,ht,Il)}

(9)

(10)7T-, = aD II- QI(1)]I ;-(K71 IF,(pX+') ),
until for a certain X there exists

F(x+l) = F(x)opt opt-

(i) ki < kt, fori = 1, X,
x

(ii) Z(ni- ki) < ht, and
i=l

(iii) the expected receiving quality E F] is maximized.

One should note that in general Ii n Ij 7A 0, i 7A j, as one
data chunk may be protected by more than one FEC code. Suppose
that there are L, chunks for each object i,. The expected receiving
quality E[Q F] is given by

N L,c

E[(21F]= YErfiDl lF2f(),(3)

where Q, (1) is the resulting quality from decoding the first I chunks
of object ,, and r(, I IF) is the probability that up to I chunks are
recovered given the FEC codes F:

r(i~,1 F) {{EI 1 (F) ],=1[I (i<,iF)] , 1 LK,
(4)

where -(,, i F) is the error probability of chunk i in object i, with
given F and the packet-erasure channel. Assuming that the channel
has an independent packet loss process with a loss probability p,
(t, i F) can be calculated for given FEC codes.

To avoid overwhelming computation in finding a globally opti-
mal solution for the described problem, we develop a heuristic al-
gorithm based on a fact revealed by Proposition 1. Namely, a joint
FEC code is generally more efficient than separate FEC codes with
the same proportion of redundancy. This fact inspires us to perform
a search starting from a single parity object and gradually "split" the

The foregoing algorithm can be easily implemented using dy-
namic programming. It has a worst-case computation complexity of
O(htkt) O(kt log kt), accounting for the reordering operations of
the chunk sequence needed in (7). In practice, the algorithm reaches
optima in a much faster computation time, as we expected from
Proposition 1.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

We present preliminary results for evaluating the performance of the
proposed parity-object generation algorithm. In doing so two test 3D
models are adopted: the MANDRILL model and the ZEBRA model,
each of which comprises a geometric mesh and a texture image as
shown in Figure 2. Following the process in [3] we compress the
four objects into progressive formats, respectively, and packetize en-
coded data into chunks with a chunk size of 500 bytes, resulting a
total number of 528 data chunks. The factors that reflect relative
importance between the meshes and the textures are estimated to be
A = 0.40 for the MANDRILL model and A = 0.64 for the ZEBRA
model. Heuristically, we assume that the two models have equal
weights, i.e., Wm = w, = 0.5. Then from (1) and (2) the result-
ing weight factors for the four objects are i = 0.20, &2 = 0.30,
W3 = 0.32, and W4 0.18, marked in Figure 2 with corresponding
graphic objects.

We compare the proposed algorithm with a separate UEP scheme
that performs parity allocation among multiple objects. In particular,
the algorithm starts with solely data chunks and incrementally allo-
cates parity chunks to the source objects until the redundancy bud-
get is reached. At each step, the assignment of one additional parity
chunk to either of the four objects is determined by maximizing the
expected resulting quality.
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W2 0.30
0.05-1.0 bits/pixel

MANDRILL

1k

3 = 0.32 W4 = 0.18 ZEBRA

1,298-58,494 faces 0.01-0.40 bits/pixel

Fig. 2. The mesh and texture objects of the MANDRILL and the
ZEBRA models with corresponding weight factors. Pictures on the
right hand side are displayed full-resolution models.

For chunk loss rates p = 0.05 and p = 0.10, Figure 3 plots the
expected receiving quality of the two parity-generation schemes with
gradually increased parity redundancy budgets. Although slightly
different behaviors are noticed for different chunk loss rates, the
parity-object scheme outperforms separate FEC under all conditions.
The quality gain is especially significant when the chunk loss rate is
high while the parity redundancy ratio is relatively small. A similar
phenomenon is also observed in Figure 4, where the expected re-

ceiving quality is inspected for various loss rates under a fixed parity
redundancy ratio of 5%. These presented results confirm the effec-
tiveness of the proposed parity-object generation mechanism.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an object-oriented error-resilient transmission scheme
is proposed for synthetic graphics. Scalably coded graphic objects
are packetized separately to preserve their manipulation indepen-
dency during data delivery. Treating parity data as additional objects
parallel to graphic objects, a plurality of FEC codes are generated
to provide concurrent while also preferential error protection for the
objects, in regard to their relative rendering importance. Both the
optimization framework and fast algorithm are developed for parity-
object generation, and simulation results confirmed their efficacy.
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